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What are the obstacles or challenges to your vision? 

GoalsActivity

What are the first steps you will take in school to work on your vision?
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Thinking process                                                  Questions

Apply Recognition of the concept in a 
genuinely unfamiliar situation, and 
reasoning about which are the relevant 
aspects and how to use them

Analyse (Apply plus) Use given information to 
draw a not previously made inference to 
interpret, conclude, judge or evaluate
Enquiry

Hypotheses Think of possible explanations for unfamiliar 
observations or data, making predictions, or 
working out which hypothesis fits the data 
best

Variables Understand which variables were chosen in 
an experiment and whether they were 
controlled or not, or choose and control 
variables in your own investigation
Maths

Ratio & 
proportionality

Ratio as a relationship between two 
quantities, and proportional when one 
variable is a constant ratio times another

Probability & 
correlation

Probabilistic reasoning goes beyond 
outcomes being present or not to factors 
increases the chances of the outcome. 
Identifying correlation means recognising 
when one factor changes another

Exam demandsActivity

Examine GCSE questions. List the questions that test each process. 
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Sample material

You can check if students have used 
arrows going in the correct direction 
to show the flow of energy, rather 
than what eats what.
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Check your understanding of weight

Pretend that you are year 7 student about to 
study weight. You have a misconception about 
gravity from primary school. Answer the 
questions:

As a teacher, how could you use the information from this task to:

a) Pre-teach: fill knowledge gaps and address misconceptions

b) Improve your teaching plan for weight 
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Sample material
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What thinking process did you use to to learn the concept of Mellinark?

What is a Mellinark?

How does Magic Paper work?

What thinking process did you use to arrive at a good explanation? 

Mellinarks & Magic PaperActivity

Explore thinking processes involved in learning concepts.
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The claim is introduced as an 
engaging puzzle that students are 
asked to solve.

Example



To solve the problem, students start by 
applying their prior knowledge. They find it is 
not enough, which drives the search for a 
more useful concept. 

The pre-assessment can be inserted here 
to put it in context.

Example



Instead of being told what a food web is, students 
first make sense of the concept by working out 
their own representation, using information on the 
student sheet. 
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Example



Students’ food webs are reviewed and 
new terms are introduced.

Example



Students can now use the concept they 
uncovered to explain the puzzle.

The scientific reasoning process of 
writing an argument is explained 
and modelled. Then students use 
it with scaffolding.
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Choose one unit and concept to audit your current scheme against 

Blueprint. This will tell you the priorities for change.

A good Acquire stage has these features:

Summarise what your scheme does to get students to grasp the Key Concept. 

Check off the features of Activate that your current scheme meets.

Overall rating

List the important changes you want to make to your scheme.

q Target understanding of the concept

q Engage students with an interesting phenomenon, problem or 

issue

q Focus around answering a scientific question

q Enable exploration of the concept before formal explanation

q Explain with enough detail and clarity

q Practise modelling or argument (claim, evidence, reasoning)

q Practise an investigative, maths or literacy skill

q Clearly expresses the level of understanding needed

A good Acquire objective :
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Re-design the Acquire stage. Plan the main activities. It may help to split the stage into: 
Engage
• Engage students with an interesting phenomenon, problem or issue
• Focus around answering a scientific question

Explore
• Enable exploration of the concept before formal explanation
• Practise modelling or argument, investigative, maths or literacy skill

Explain
• Explain with enough detail and clarity
• Practise modelling or argument, investigative, maths or literacy skill

Note. This is not rigid: you can have multiple cycles, or some explain before explore
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For each type of problem, a worked 
example breaks down the thinking process 
and models it step-by-step.

Sample material
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The first question is structurally identical to 
the worked example but with new values. The 
following question are more different.

Sample material
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Sample material
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What learning principles can you identify in 
this worked example?
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Sample material
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Sample material

Use the 3-steps template with the Practice Book 
and Bonus Pack to teach a thinking strategy 
that will prepare students for AO2.
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Sample material
Acquire questions check understanding 
of AO1, to tell you whether students 
need more learning time.

The distractors are designed to reveal 
misconceptions so you can address them.
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Sample material
Apply questions check AO2, to tell you 
if students need more practice with  
unfamiliar situations
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Students can review their answers and 
feedback on why the right answer was 
right, and the wrong answer wrong.

The quiz specification shows which aspects 
of the concept are assessed by each 
question, and the misconceptions in the 
distractors

Sample material
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Choose one unit and concept to audit your current scheme against 

Blueprint. This will tell you the priorities for change.

A good Assess stage has these features:

Summarise what your scheme does to assess understanding of the Key Concept. 

Check off the features of Assess that your current scheme meets.

Overall rating

List the important changes you want to make to your scheme.

q Questions probe understanding, not just factual recall (AO1)?

q Questions reveal misconceptions? (to identify struggling 

students)

q Questions present unfamiliar contexts? (AO2)

q Questions test more than recall, involving thinking? (AO2)

q Takes place before end of unit? (so there is time for re-think?)
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Sample material

Students have to combine knowledge 
and higher order thinking to interpret 
information in context.

Students practise structuring their 
answer as an argument, with a claim, 
evidence and reasoning.
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Sample material

Use the 4-steps template with the 
Challenges to teach a thinking strategy 
that will prepare students for AO3.
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On Earth, an astronaut has a mass of 60kg and weighs 600 N.

What would her mass and weight be on a planet with twice 
the gravitational field strength of Earth?

A Mars rover has a weight of of 2500N on Earth.

Calculate  a) its mass on Mars   b) its weight on Mars. 

g on Earth = 10 N/kg. g on Mars = 4 N/kg. 

Mass on planet 
(kg)

Weight on planet 
(N)

Astronaut

How would these records change if each sport were 
played on the Moon? 

Give a reason for your answers.

[1 mark]
A mobile phone has a mass of 200 g. What is its weight?      

g on Earth =10 N/kg

[2 marks]

[3 marks]

Gravity unit quiz: weight

Here are the Olympic records for two sports. 

Acquire questions test AO1: 
accurate grasp of the concept

[1 mark]

An Apply question tests  AO2: 
use in non-taught situations 

An Analyse question tests AO3: 
Interpreting information with 
higher-order thinking 
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3

2

4
High diving 

150 kg 

Biggest mass 
anyone has 
lifted

Weight lifting

2.5

Most twists 
made before 
hitting water 
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